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Jeremiah 46:1 TRIGGER FOR THE LAST DAYS JUDGMENT OF NATIONS
2014, Aug. 13 NEWS
Mark this carefully: the Yazedis, who are being rescued from Mount Sinjar in Iraq by Kurds as we
speak, are accused by Arabs of worshiping Lucifer.
The Yazedis themselves call Lucifer the 'Peacock Angel'. They say they don't worship him, but they also
say Adam did well to follow his advice and leave the garden.
Everyone agrees the Yazedi belief is very ancient, at least 6,000 years old. Some say they are
Zoroastrian, but Yazedis won't comment.
BIBLE COMMENTARY
Jeremiah chapter 46 is the 791st book in the Bible. 791 = 7 x 113. The number 7 means 'Time' (7) or
'The End' (7) and 113 means 'The Rapture' (113). The contents of this chapter relate to the Time (7) of
the Rapture (113). As we will see, the prophetic events happening before our eyes and described in
Jeremiah chapter 46 place us in history right before the rapture!
Verse 1 of chapter 46 says:
'This is the word of the LORD that came to Jeremiah the prophet concerning the nations.' (46:1)
The gematria, or numerical value of the letters of verse 1, is 1287 = 9 x 143 = 33 x 39. This tells us the
core hidden message in verse 1 is: 'Judgement' (9) of 'Factions' (143) and it can also be interpreted
'Holy Mystery' (33) of 'Disease' (39).
God is laying down why judgment is coming on this world. The reason may shock you. The factions
among Christians - denominations – is the main cause of the disasters to come. The division of the
body of Christ into the fiefdoms of men (clergy) - is the prime reason why prior to the rapture specific
nations will be judged in the last days, and why the first nation to be judged will be the United States of
America.
Christians are the salt of the earth. So long as we follow Jesus, the earth is safe. But, when the time
comes that Christians cease to follow Jesus, what is left to save this earth? Christians are the
betrothed beauty Christ is waiting to bring to heaven to wed. When the free woman becomes the
harlot woman and sleeps with men (clergy) and does not keep her virginity for her promised husband,
this upsets the LORD to the point of a rage of fury!
The first phrase: in verse 1 'This is the word of the LORD' has a gematria of 753 = 3 x 251. The number
3 means ‘Binding’ and 251 means 'Evil Spirit Control'. What God is saying is in these last dark days
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religious bondage will suffocate Christians. Far from being the proper worship of God, religion has the
effect of 'evil spirit control' on the body of Christ. Saints do not do what Jesus wants them to do. They
do what religion wants them to do. This is a grievous evil.
The last phrase: in verse 1 'concerning the nations' reinforces the message God is getting out. The
word 'concerning' is better translated 'against' has a numerical value of 100. The phrase 'the nations'
has a numerical value of 64.
100 means 'Holy Flock' and 64 means 'Fellowship Broken'. God is saying the body of Christ ('the holy
flock') has broken the family bond with each other ('fellowship broken') and divided into warring
factions. The result? 100 + 64 = 164 'Apostate Religion' (164)! The LORD Jesus is just as furious at
religions posing to be his representatives on earth as he was when the Jews sacrificed to idols. Just
as the LORD unloaded his fury and judgment on Judah and Israel in the first exile for their idolatry, at
the end of days when Christianity is grossly perverted, the LORD is going to unload his fury on the
whole earth.
The middle phrase: of the verse 'that came to Jeremiah the prophet' has the numerical value 370. The
spiritual number 370 means: 'Worship of Angels'.
God is saying these man-made religions (honor of men, honor of institutions, honor of hierarchies of
clergy) do not honor Him at all, in fact they honor his nemesis, Lucifer.
To God, all Christians who are members of these religions are spiritual Yazedis. Already so many
Yazedis have died of thirst and hunger and exposure to the heat on the mountain top. What do you
think God has in mind for the church in the last days!
Some Yazedis are being valiantly rescued by brave Kurdish soldiers. Foreign nations are dropping food
and water from above to keep these Yazedis alive. From a purely humanitarian standpoint - we
applaud that!
But, the whole drama that is occurring on Mount Sinjar is happening as a prophetic sign from God that
he is about to judge the world. Why? Because the poor Yazedis did something wrong? No! He is
going to judge the world because Christians have forsaken their God! Hundreds of millions of
believing Christians are not merely trapped in religion, but enthusiastically devoted to it! They have
turned away from 'the fountain of living waters' and 'dug cisterns for themselves in the
ground'...'cisterns that can hold no water'.
The Yazedis say 'we do not worship Lucifer'. And the Christians in all these religions also say 'we do not
worship Lucifer'. God is not fooled.
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